The Facets Collection includes the most comprehensive and wide-ranging chest, low-chest/nightstand, headboard, and bar cabinet program available in the luxury furniture market. Kindel Grand Rapids brings the essence of what the company is known for – craftsmanship at the highest level and made in the USA – to a broader audience with this platform-based program.

The versatility of Facets allows you to choose from door, drawer chests or low-chests/nightstands, and headboards in a wide range of sizes and then immerse yourself into an incredible array of luxury features including veneer, leather, finish, trim and overlay patterns. Multiple hardware choices are available including custom choices designed by Kindel Grand Rapids.

The Facets Gallery Lookbook is designed to show the versatility of the program. These configurations demonstrate the range of options available through the collection. We hope that you will be inspired with what you can create.
This Gallery includes product photography and rendering examples. Color should not be matched to photos or samples.
Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DR17-BW1
Finished in Robins Egg Blue and Slate and Doors
in Gracie’s Hampton Garden Wallpaper
with Beaded Frame, Twisted leg
Textured Oval Ring in Bronze
Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DW2-BX1
Finished in Putty and Drawers in Bark
Faux Bamboo Leg
U-Turn Pull Nickel

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DW4_BC1
Finished in Brushed Putty with Flat Frame
Plinth Base with Center Cut-Out
Bubble Square in Antique Brass

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DR1-BT1
Finished in Citrus with Putty Pinstriping
Tapered Leg
Slip Bar Pull in Stainless Steel

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DW1-BG1
Finished in Brighton
Greek Key
Modern Square in Burnished Bronze

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DR1-BW1
Finished in White and Doors in Black
Lacquer with White Pinstriping
Twisted Leg
Bubble Split in Antique Brass

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DW1-BP1
Finished in Robin’s Egg Blue
Parson Style
Strie Pull in Satin Brass

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DW5-BF1
Finished in Heron and Drawers in Oyster Leather with Beaded Frame
Tapered Leg with Ferrule
Bubble Square in Antique Brass

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DW8-BF1
Finished in Indigo and Drawers in Oyster with Beaded Frame
Tapered Leg with Ferrule
Strie Pull in Satin Brass

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DW8-BT1
Finished in Grey with Beaded Frame
Tapered Leg
Modern Rectangle in Black

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DR4-BF1
Finished in Heron and Doors in Bone
with Flat Frame
Tapered leg with Ferrule
Oval Strie in Antique Brass

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DR4-BL1
Finished in Heron with Flat Frame
Step Plinth Base
Half Circle in Nickel

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DR7-BS1
Finished in Bone and Doors in Quartered Walnut
Saber Leg
Oval Ring in Antique Brass

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DR4-BL1
Finished in Heron with Flat Frame
Step Plinth Base
Half Circle in Nickel

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DW7-BT1
Finished in Putty and Drawers in Bark
Faux Bamboo Leg
U-Turn Pull Nickel
Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DW5-BL1
Finished in Heron with Seagrass Overlay in White
Step Plinth Base
Oval Knob in Bronze

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DW5-BL1
Finished in Brazilliance and Drawers in Oyster with Beaded Frame
Step Plinth Base
Acrylic Pearl Pull in Satin Nickel

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DW4-BL1
Finished in Red Lacquer and Drawers in Pewter Leather and Beaded Frame
Step Plinth Base
Strie Pull in Satin Brass

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DW4-BL1
Finished in Brazilliance and Drawers in Oyster with Beaded Frame
Step Plinth Base
Acrylic Pearl Pull in Satin Nickel

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DR2-BT1
Finished in Black and Doors in Sugarcane Ribbon Stripe Mahogany
Tapered Leg
Half Circle in Nickel

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DR2-BT1
Finished in Black and Doors in Sugarcane Ribbon Stripe Mahogany
Tapered Leg
Half Circle in Nickel

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DR4-BX1
Finished in Bone and Doors in Brighton, Ribbon Stripe Mahogany with Flat Frame, Faux Bamboo Leg
Acrylic Pearl Pull in Nickel

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DR4-BX1
Finished in Bone and Doors in Brighton, Ribbon Stripe Mahogany with Flat Frame, Faux Bamboo Leg
Acrylic Pearl Pull in Nickel

Facets 36" Chest: 68-1-DW3-BL1
Finished in Heron with Seagrass Overlay in White
Step Plinth Base
Oval Knob in Bronze
Facets 72" Dresser: 68-2-DW2-DW2-BT2
Finished in Bone and Drawers in Brighton, Ribbon Stripe Mahogany
Tapered leg
Strie Pull in Satin Brass
Facets 72” Credenza

1. Facets 72” Credenza: 68-2-DR5-DW8-BL2
   Finished in Putty with Beaded Frame and Doors in Nimbus Leather
   Step Plinth Base
   Slim Bar Pull in Vintage Bronze

2. Facets 72” Credenza: 68-2-DR3-DR3-BL2
   Finished in Ocean and Doors with Seagrass Overlay in White
   Step Plinth Base
   Oval Knob in Polished Nickel

3. Facets 72” Credenza: 68-2-DR4-DR4-BT2
   Finished in Grosse Pointe and Doors in Robin’s Egg Blue with Flat Frame, Tapered leg
   Bubbles Split in Antique Brass

4. Facets 72” Credenza: 68-2-DR2-DR2-BF2
   Finished in White Doors in Brighton, Ribbon Stripe Mahogany
   Tapered Leg with Ferrule
   Acrylic Pearl Pull in Satin Nickel

5. Facets 72” Credenza: 68-2-DR4-DR4-BT2
   Finished in Slate and Doors in White with Flat Frame
   Tapered Leg
   Oval Ring in Antique Nickel

6. Facets 72” Credenza: 68-2-DW1-DW1-BX2
   Finished in Slate with White Pinstriping
   Faux Bamboo Leg
   Greek Key in Antique Brass

7. Facets 72” Credenza: 68-2-DR1-DR1-BP2
   Finished in Bone with White Pinstriping
   Parson Style Base
   Oval Ring in Antique Nickel

8. Facets 72” Credenza: 68-2-DR4-DW4-BF2
   Finished in Citrus and Drawers in White with Flat Frame
   Tapered Leg with Ferrule
   Acrylic Pearl Pull

9. Facets 72” Credenza: 68-2-DR12-DW2-BT2
   Finished in Brier Smoke and Doors in Olive Leather with Beaded Frame and Nailhead Trim, Tapered Leg
   Marble Pull in Black and Brass

10. Facets 72” Credenza: 68-2-DR4-DW4-BL2
    Finished in Heron with Flat Frame
    Step Plinth Base, Half Circle in Nickel and Slim Bar in Stainless Steel

11. Facets 72” Credenza: 68-2-DR8-DW8-BW2
    Finished in Coral with Beaded Frame
    Twisted Leg
    U-Turn Pull in Brass

12. Facets 72” Credenza: 68-2-DR5-DW5-BF2
    Finished in Black Lacquer and Oyster Leather with Beaded Frame
    Tapered Leg with Ferrule
    Strie Pull in Satin Brass
Facets 72" Credenza: 68-2-DW2-DW2-BT2
Finished in Bone and Drawers in Brighton, Ribbon Stripe Mahogany, Tapered leg Strie Pull in Satin Brass

Facets 72" Credenza: 68-2-DW1-DW1-BF2
Finished in Grosse Pointe and Drawers in Brushed Cream, Tapered leg with Ferrule Strie Pull in Brass

Facets 72" Credenza: 68-2-DW5-DW5-BT2
Finished in Putty with Beaded Frame Parson Style Base Strie Pull in Satin Brass

Facets 72" Credenza: 68-2-DW8-DW8-BP2
Finished in Heron and Drawers in Pewter Leather with Beaded Frame Tapered Leg Strie Pull in Satin Brass

Facets 72" Credenza: 68-2-DR1-DW1-BF2
Finished in Red Lacquer Parson Style Base Slim Bar in Stainless Steel

Facets 72" Credenza: 68-2-DW2-DW2-BT2
Finished in Bone and Drawers in Brighton, Ribbon Stripe Mahogany, Tapered leg Strie Pull in Satin Brass

Facets 72" Credenza: 68-2-DR4-DW4-BT2
Finished in Slate and Doors and Drawers with Flat Frame Twisted Leg, Modern Square in Black and Modern Rectangle in Black

Facets 72" Credenza: 68-2-DW8-DR5-BT2
Finished in Bone and Drawers in Glazed Bone and Doors in Oyster Leather, Beaded Frame with Nail Trim and Hair on Hide, Tapered leg Marble Knob in Black Marble and Brass

Facets 72" Credenza: 68-2-DR6-DW6-BT2
Finished in Bark and Doors in Cereused Coffee Oak, Tapered Leg Marble Pull in White Marble and Nickel Marble Knob in White Marble and Nickel

Facets 72" Credenza: 68-2-DR3-DW3-BP2
Finished in Caramel with Seagrass Overlay in Bone Parson Style Oval Knob in Bronze

Facets 72" Credenza: 68-2-DR5-DW2-BT2
Finished in Bark and Door in Pewter Leather with Beaded Frame and Drawer in Bark, Ribbon Stripe Mahogany, Tapered Leg, Modern Rectangle in Nickel, and Modern Square in Nickel

Facets 72" Credenza: 68-2-DR1-DW1-BF2
Finished in Orange with White Pinstriping Tapered Leg with Ferrule Strie Pull in Satin Brass

Facets 72" Credenza: 68-2-DR5-DW2-BT2
Finished in Bark and Door in Pewter Leather with Beaded Frame and Drawer in Bark, Ribbon Stripe Mahogany, Tapered Leg, Modern Rectangle in Nickel, and Modern Square in Nickel
Facets 107” Credenza: 68-3-DR4-DW3-DR4-BX3
Finished in Coral and Door with Flat Frame in Bone and Drawers with Overlay in Bone
Faux Bamboo leg, Mosaic Square in Nickel and Mosaic Rectangle in Nickel
Facets 107" Credenza: 68-3-DR4-DR4-DR4-BL3
Finished in Bone with Doors in Brier Smoke with Flat Frame Step Plinth Base Flared Rectangle in Satin Nickel

Facets 107" Credenza: 68-3-DR4-DW3-DR4-BX3
Finished in Coral and Door with Flat Frame in Bone and Drawers with Seagrass Overlay in Bone Faux Bamboo leg, Mosaic Square in Nickel and Mosaic Rectangle in Nickel

Facets 107" Credenza: 68-3-DR4-DW4-DR4-BF3
Finished in Avellino with Flat Frame Tapered leg with Ferrule Bubbles Split in Antique Brass and Marble Pull in Black and Burnished Brass

Facets 107" Credenza: 68-3-DR4-DW5-DR4-BT3
Finished in Bone with Flat Frame

Facets 107" Credenza: 68-3-DR5-DW5-DR5-BT3
Finished in Slate with Black Leather and Door in Gilded Midnight with Beaded Frame, Tapered Leg, Marble Pull and Knob in Black Marble and Burnished Brass

Facets 107" Credenza: 68-3-DR5-DW5-DR5-BF3
Finished in Black with Pinstriping in Black Lacquer Tapered Leg with Ferrule Modern Rectangle in Black

Facets 107" Credenza: 68-3-DR6-DW6-DR6-BT3
Finished in White with Doors and Drawers in Cerused White Oak, Tapered Leg Marble Knob and Marble Pull in White Marble and Nickel

Facets 107" Credenza: 68-3-DR6-DW6-DR6-BF3
Finished in Silver with White Pinstriping Faux Bamboo leg, Oval Ring in Antique Nickel and Slim Bar in Stainless Steel

Facets 107" Credenza: 68-3-DR6-DW6-DR6-BX3
Finished in Silver with White Pinstriping Faux Bamboo leg, Oval Ring in Antique Nickel and Slim Bar in Stainless Steel

Facets 107" Credenza: 68-3-DR6-DW6-DR6-BT3
Finished in Silver with Beaded Frame and Doors in Quartered Walnut, Step Plinth Base, Acrylic Pearl and Half Circle Nickel

Facets 107" Credenza: 68-3-DW8-DR8-DW8-BL3
Finished in White with Beaded Frame and Doors in Bird's Eye Maple, Step Plinth Base, Acrylic Pearl and Half Circle Nickel

Facets 107" Credenza: 68-3-DR8-DR8-DR8-BT3
Finished in Heron with Beaded Frame Tapered Leg Oval Strie in Antique Brass and Greek Key Antique Brass

Facets 107" Credenza: 68-3-DR8-DR8-DR8-BF3
Finished in Indigo and Doors with Beaded Frame Tapered leg with Ferrule, Oval Strie in Antique Brass and U-Turn in Brass
Facets 107” Credenza: 68-3-DW1-DR1-DR1-BF3
Finished in Bone with Pinstriping in White
Tapered Leg with Ferrule
Flared Rectangle in Satin Nickel

Facets 107” Credenza: 68-3-DW2-DW2-DW2-BW3
Finished in Bone with Drawers in Heron, Ribbon Stripe Mahogany
Twisted Leg
Slim Bar in Stainless Steel

Facets 107” Credenza: 68-3-DW1-DW1-DW1-BL3
Finished in Black Lacquer with Gold Pinstripe
Step Plinth Base
Bubble Square in Antique Brass

Facets 107” Credenza: 68-3-DR4-DW3-DR4-BP3
Finished in Putty and Door with Flat Frame Bone and Drawers with Seagrass Overlay in Bone, Parson Style Base, Bubble Split in Antique Nickel and U-turn in Nickel

Facets 107” Credenza: 68-3-DR14-DW14-DR14-BF3
Finished in Red Lacquer with Flat Frame and Doors and Drawers in Preservation, Tapered Leg with Ferrule, Mosaic Square and Mosaic Rectangle in Antique Brass

Facets 107” Credenza: 68-3-DR1-DR1-DR1-BF3
Finished in White with Pinstriping in Braziliance
Tapered Leg with Ferrule
U-Turn in Brass

Facets 107” Credenza: DW8-DR2-DW8, Finished in Slate with Beaded Frame and Door in Preservation, Ribbon Stripe Mhy, Parson Style Base, Modern Rectangle and Modern Square in Burnished Bronze

Facets 107” Credenza: 68-3-DW1-DR3-DW1-BT3
Finished in Bone with Grey Pinstriping and Door with Seagrass Overlay in Bone, Tapered Leg Oval Knob in Polished Nickel

Facets 107” Credenza: 68-3-DW4-DW4-DW4-BP3
Finished in Black Lacquer with Gold Pinstripe
Parson Style Base, Modern Square in Satin Nickel

Facets 107” Credenza: 68-3-DR4-DW4-DW4-BP3
Finished in White and Drawers in Ocean with Flat Frame Parson Style Base Modern Square in Satin Nickel

Facets 107” Credenza: 68-3-DW1-DW1-DW1-BL3
Finished in Black Lacquer with Gold Pinstripe Step Plinth Base Bubble Square in Antique Brass

Facets 107” Credenza: 68-3-DW4-DW4-DW4-BP3
Finished in White and Drawers in Ocean with Flat Frame Parson Style Base Modern Square in Satin Nickel
Facets 24” Low Chest: 68-4-DR45R-BF4
Finished in Indigo and Door in Golden Denim with Beaded Frame
Tapered leg with Ferrule
Oval Ring in Antique Brass
Facets 24” Low Chest: 68-4-DR45R-BF4
Finished in Indigo and Door in Golden Denim Leather with Beaded Frame Tapered leg with Ferrule Oval Ring in Antique Brass

Facets 24” Low Chest: 68-4-OPEN-DW44-BS4
Finished in Heron and Drawer in Caramel with Flat Frame Saber leg Acrylic Pearl Pull in Satin Nickel

Facets 24” Low Chest: 68-4-DW44-DW44-BS4
Finished in Heron and Drawers in Caramel with Flat Frame Saber leg Acrylic Pearl Pull in Satin Nickel

Facets 24” Low Chest: 68-4-DR41-BG4
Finished in Bone with White Pinstriping Greek Key Base Strie Pull in Satin Brass

Facets 24” Low Chest: 68-4-DW41-DW41-BP4
Finished in Citrus with White Pinstriping Parson Style Base Mosaic Square in Nickel

Facets 24” Low Chest: 68-4-OPEN-DW44-BS4
Finished in Heron and Drawer in Caramel with Flat Frame Saber leg Acrylic Pearl Pull in Satin Nickel

Facets 24” Low Chest: 68-4-DW41-OPEN-BF4
Finished in Red Lacquer Tapered Leg with Ferrule Greek Key in Antique Brass

Facets 24” Low Chest: 68-4-DW41-OPEN-BF4
Finished in Red Lacquer Tapered Leg with Ferrule Greek Key in Antique Brass

Facets 24” Low Chest: 68-4-DW48-OPEN-BP4
Finished in Putty with Beaded Frame Parson Style Base Custom Ring Pull

Facets 24” Low Chest: 68-4-DW42-DW42-BF4
Finished in Dearborn Ribbon Stripe Mahogany Tapered Leg with Ferrule Strie Pull in Satin Brass
Facets 36" Low Chest: 68-S-DW4-DW4_BC1
Finished in Putty and Drawers in Bark
with Flat Frame, Plinth Base with Center Cut-Out
Flared Rectangle in Satin Nickel
1. Facets 36" Low Chest: 68-5-DW4-DW4_BC1
   Finished in Putty and Drawers in Bark with Flat Frame, Plinth Base with Center Cut-Out
   Flared Rectangle in Satin Nickel

2. Facets 36" Low Chest: 68-5-DW4-OPEN_BC1
   Finished in Putty and Drawer in Bark with Flat Frame, Plinth Base with Center Cut-Out
   Flared Rectangle in Satin Nickel

3. Facets 36" Low Chest: 68-5-DW1-DW1-BC1
   Finished in White with Gold Pinstriping
   Plinth Base with Center Cut-Out
   U-Turn Pull in Brass

4. Facets 36" Low Chest: 68-5-DW2-DW2-BS1
   Finished in Heron and Drawers in Lava, Ribbon Stripe Mahogany
   Saber Leg
   Slim Bar Pull in Stainless Steel

5. Facets 36" Low Chest: 68-5-DW1-DW1-BG1
   Finished in White with Citrus Pinstriping and Base in Citrus
   Greek Key with Citrus Accents
   Slim Bar in Stainless Steel

6. Facets 36" Low Chest: 68-5-DW2-DW2-BX1
   Finished in Heron, Ribbon Stripe Mahogany
   Faux Bamboo
   Marble Pull in Black and Burnished Brass

7. Facets 36" Low Chest: 68-5-DW4-OPEN-BF1
   Finished in Filbert and Drawer in Caramel with Flat Frame
   Tapered Leg with Ferrule
   U-Turn in Nickel

8. Facets 36" Low Chest: 68-5-DW5-DW5-BC1
   Finished in Dearborn and Drawers in Black Leather
   Plinth Base with Center Cut-Out
   Greek Key in Antique Brass

   Finished in Blush with Beaded Frame
   Parson Style Base
   Textured Oval Ring in Bronze

10. Facets 36" Low Chest: 68-5-DW14-OPEN-BF1
    Finished in Slate and Heron, Ribbon Stripe Mahogany with Beaded Frame
    Tapered Leg with Ferrule
    Oval Strie in Antique Brass

11. Facets 36" Low Chest: 68-5-OPEN-DW1-BW1
    Finished in Robin’s Egg Blue with White Pinstriping
    Twisted Leg
    Bubble Square in Satin Nickel
Facets 36" Bar Chest: 68-6-DR1S-BR1
Finished in Grey Striata and Doors in Preservation Crotch Mahogany
Bar Base with Pull-Out Shelf and Stretcher in Black
Semi Circle in Black
Facets 36” Bar Cabinet: 68-6-DR15-BR1
Finished in Grey Striata and Doors in Preservation Crotch Mahogany
Bar Base with Pull-Out Shelf and Stretcher in Black
Semi Circle in Black

Facets 36” Bar Cabinet: 68-6-DR1-BR1T
Finished in Indigo
Tall Bar Base in Black
Oval Ring in Antique Nickel

Facets 36” Bar Cabinet: 68-6-DR2-BR1
Finished in Grosse Pointe, Ribbon Stripe Mahogany
Bar Base with Stretcher in Black Lacquer
Textured Oval in Bronze

Facets 36” Bar Cabinet: 68-6-DR3-BR1TP
Finished in Bone with Seagrass Overlay in White
Tall Bar Base with Pull-Out Shelf
Oval Knob in Bronze

Facets 36” Bar Cabinet: 68-6-DR1-BR1P
Finished in Black and Doors in Silver Paint
Bar Base with Pull-Out Shelf and Stretcher
Bubble Split in Antique Nickel
Facets 60"H Headboard: 68-500-HB1
Finished in Heron and Inset in R1205-24
Bubbles Square in Antique Nickel
Facets 72''H Queen Bed: 68-511-HU11
Finished in White and Inset in R1205-24

Facets 60''H Queen Bed: 68-500-HR1
Finished in Filbert and Ribbon Stripe Mahogany

Facets 60''H Queen Headboard: 68-500-HO1
Finished in Bone and Cerused Grey Oak
Bubble Square in Antique Nickel

Facets 60''H Queen Headboard: 68-500-HB1
Finished in Heron and Inset in R1205-24
Bubbles Square in Antique Nickel

Facets 60''H California King Headboard: 68-600-HU1
Finished in White and Brighton, Ribbon Stripe Mahogany

Facets 60''H Queen Headboard: 68-500-HO1
Finished in Bone and Cerused Grey Oak
Bubble Square in Antique Nickel

Facets 72''H Queen Headboard: 68-661-HM13
Finished in White with Grey Pinstriping

Facets 72''H King Headboard: 68-661-HM13
Finished in White and Bark, Ribbon Stripe Mahogany

Facets 84''H King Headboard: 68-662-HM23
Finished in Black Lacquer with Gold Pinstriping
Decorative Accent in Brass

Facets 72''H King Headboard: 68-671-HU13
Finished in Brighton and Inset in R1205-24